Wiener contends that the planters, faced with a "labor shortage" because freedmen refused to work like slaves, created a "coercive mode of labor control" which "bound" black sharecroppers through legal as well as violent restrictions on the free labor market (p. 70). However, he presents almost no evidence that the laws were actually enforced, that the planters could be effective monopolists for long, that croppers could not escape exploitative employers by moving on (stealthily if need be), that the income the blacks received was less than their marginal product, or even that blacks persisted in the same area long enough to make his non-free market contention plausible.

The 1866 and 1867 Alabama crop lien laws gave merchants and landlords equal rights to seize a tenant's crops to settle a debt. In 1871 the legislature gave landlords superior rights, and in 1885 and 1887 the legislature outlawed merchant crop liens entirely in half of the black belt counties but allowed their continuation in most counties of the state. Without closely analyzing the genesis of these acts or the nature of the coalitions favoring and opposing them, Wiener paints a picture of merchant challenge and devastating planter response which drove independent storekeepers out of the black belt and into the hill country, there to supply the white yeomanry. Yet it is difficult to see that the merchant challenge was all that grave: in the one black belt county for which Wiener gives complete figures, merchants owned but 2.6 percent of the real estate value in 1870, while that county's "planter elite" owned 63 percent (pp. 112–13). Moreover, he does not differentiate between city, town, and crossroads merchants, whose interests no doubt often clashed. And since adequate data from tax records or the 1890 individual census schedules do not exist, Wiener cannot test for the effect of the 1885 law, which best illustrates his merchant-planter conflict thesis, by tracing economic conditions of merchants in the eighties. While it seems obvious that the 1885 law must have discouraged black belt merchants, it is less clear why the 1871 law should have had such an impact, and Wiener's inference that the 1871 law caused the variations he traces in merchant persistence in the two areas in the seventies appears shaky.

In C. Vann Woodward's "New South," capitalists co-opted planters and donned nostalgic memories like sheepl's clothing. In Wiener's, planters forestalled "a bourgeois revolution" (p. 137) and evoked the Lost Cause to justify their continued rule and combat proponents of the "New South Creed." But Wiener's evidence is compatible with the view that the planter-industrialist and Montgomery-Mobile versus Birmingham clashes were between capitalistic, profit-maximizing interest groups, rather than socially competitive classes. And, though he makes

some interesting criticisms of the "New South Creed" hypothesis, the refurbished Old South creed that Wiener extracts from newspapers, speeches, and pamphlets seems too disorganized and fragmentary to have served as a full-blown instrument of class hegemony after the war.

Despite its flaws, Wiener's book should focus controversy, stimulate research, and enjoy a wide readership.
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